LMD Modular Connectors

HOW TO ORDER LMD HOUSINGS

Housings are ordered separately from modules and contacts. Housings are available with 6 bays. Typical housing part number is shown as follows:

1. Connector Type
   LMD

2. Housing Material
   0 designates standard black thermoplastic
   F designates white thermoplastic nylon material - consult Amphenol for availability

3. Number of Modules
   6 cavities in plug or receptacle housing (available in 6 only)

4. Connector Type
   P designates plug
   R designates receptacle

5. Coupling Mechanism
   J designates jack-socket, rotating
   K designates jack-screw, fixed
   E designates without coupling mechanism

6. Alternate Keying
   3 6 positions of keying post: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6
   7 designates keying hardware shipped unassembled for field assembly
   8 designates no alternate keying hardware. Keyed through housing only.

Ordering information on modules, contacts and strain reliefs is given on other pages of this LMD catalog section that follow.